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MANUAL BRIDGE CRANES

Custom bridge cranes for special
applications…to your
specifications

Double girder telescoping bridge crane
■ For extremely low headroom conditions

■ Bridge beam operates at the same level as the
runway

Dual beam bridge crane for suspension of large
fixtures that move parallel to an assembly line for 
a balanced suspended load condition. 
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Application
Unified light load bridge cranes are designed for
the suspension of portable spotwelding guns,
power tools, balancers, hoists, fixtures etc., and
other light loads not exceeding 1000 pounds.

Specifications
Unified light load bridge cranes consist of a pair of
end truck assemblies, mounted with either MBC-
500-2, MBC-500-3, SAC-500 or AC-500 trolleys,
supporting a bridge beam. The bridge beam is a
compound section with a hardened and ground flat
track 3.25" in width. (See trolley section for trolley
specifications).

End trucks are mounted with trolleys for operation
on either flat rail or S-Beam. End stops bolted to
each end of the bridge complete the assembly.

Options
■ Bridge beam overhang to your specifications

■ Counter thrust wheels or trolleys are available to
prevent “kick-up” action when suspended load
must be extended beyond bridge span

■ Standard redundant end stops 
(option for single end stop.)
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Application
Unified medium load bridge cranes are designed
for the suspension of portable spotwelding guns,
power tools, balancers, hoists, fixtures etc., and
other medium loads not exceeding 3000 pounds.

Specifications
Unified medium load bridge cranes consist of a
pair of end truck assemblies, mounted with either
BT-325 or MBC-1000 trolleys, supporting a bridge
beam. The bridge beam is a compound section
with a hardened and ground flat track 3.25" in
width. (See page 23 or 29 for trolley specifications).

End trucks are mounted with trolleys for operation
on either flat rail or S-Beam. End stops bolted to
each end of the bridge complete the assembly.

Spans of 10 feet or more have diagonal bracing
from bridge beam to end trucks.

Options
■ Bridge beam overhang to your specifications

■ Counter thrust wheels or trolleys are available to
prevent “kick-up” action when suspended load
must be extended beyond bridge span

■ Special bridge crane spans over 12 feet will be
furnished with 6" compound section bridge beam
flat flange 3.25" in width

■ Standard redundant end stops 
(option for single end stop.)
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Application
Unified overhanging bridge cranes are designed
for the suspension of portable spotweld guns,
power tools, balancers, hoists, fixtures etc. and
other loads not exceeding recommended rated
loads. See next page for rated loads of various
overhangs.

Specifications
Unified overhanging bridge cranes consist of a 
pair of end truck assemblies, mounted with two
MBC-1000 trolleys and two MBC-1000-3 trolleys
on opposite end of overhang, supporting a bridge
beam. The bridge beam is a compound section
with a hardened and ground flat rail 3.25" in width.
See next page for various spans and rated loads.

End trucks are mounted with trolleys for operation
on either flat rail or S-Beam. End stops bolted to
each end of the bridge beam complete the
assembly. Spans of 10 feet or more have diagonal
bracing from bridge beam to end trucks.

Options
■ Bridge beam overhang opposite of regular

overhang to suit your requirements

■ Standard redundant end stops 
(option for single end stop.)
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Application
Unified standard load bridge cranes are designed
for the suspension of portable spotwelding guns
and transformer stations, balancers, hoists, fixtures
etc. and other loads not exceeding 3000 pounds.

Specifications
Unified standard load bridge cranes consist of a
pair of end truck assemblies, mounted with either
BT-325 or MBC-1000 trolleys, supporting a bridge
beam. The bridge beam is a compound section 8"
in height with a hardened and ground flat track
3.25" in width. (See trolley section for trolley
specifications).

End trucks are mounted with trolleys for operation
on either flat rail or S-Beam. End stops bolted to
each end of the bridge beam complete the
assembly.

Spans of 10 feet or more have diagonal bracing
from bridge beam to end trucks.

Options
■ Bridge beam overhang to your specifications

■ Counter thrust wheels or trolleys are available to
prevent “kick-up” action when suspended load
must be extended beyond bridge span

■ Standard redundant end stops 
(option for single end stop.) 
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Application
Unified heavy load bridge cranes are designed for
the suspension of balancers, hoists, fixtures, heavy
portable tools etc. and other heavy loads not
exceeding 8000 pounds.

Specifications
Unified heavy load bridge cranes consist of a pair
of end truck assemblies, mounted with either BT-
325-10, or MBC-2500 trolleys, supporting a bridge
beam. The bridge beam is a compound section
either 8" or 8 1/2" in height with a hardened and
ground flat track 3.25" in width. (See trolley section
for trolley specifications). End trucks are mounted
with trolleys for operation on either flat rail or 
S-beam. Bolted end stops with neoprene 
bumpers complete the assembly.

Spans of 10 feet or more have diagonal bracing
from bridge beam to end trucks.

Options
■ Bridge beam overhang to your specifications

■ Counter thrust wheels can be furnished on
request when suspended load must be extended
beyond bridge span

■ 10" compound section bridge beam with
hardened and ground flat rail 3.25" in width

■ Standard redundant end stops 
(option for single end stop.)
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Application
Unified telescoping counter balance units are
designed primarily to accommodate portable gun
welding transformer on one end and portable spot
welding gun on other end. Counter balance is
achieved by adjusting transfer beam trolley
wheelbase.

Specifications
Unified telescoping counter balance units consist
of two BT-325 trolleys with adjustable brackets
supporting a transfer beam. The transfer beam is 
a “T” section 2.62” in height with a hardened and
ground flat rail 3.25” in width. (See trolley section
for trolley specifications).

Transfer beam is mounted with trolleys for
operation on either flat rail or S-Beam. End stop
bolted to the extended end completes the
assembly.

Options
■ Specify transfer beam length - 6 feet maximum

■ S-300 universal swivel assembly
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Application
Unified medium duty telescoping units are
designed for the suspension of portable spotweld
guns, power tools balancers, hoists fixtures etc.
and other light or medium weight loads not
exceeding recommended rated loads. See next
page for rated loads of various extensions.

Specifications
Unified medium duty telescoping units consist of
one two-wheel and one three-wheel trolley or
carrier head opposite of overhang, mounted to a
transfer beam. The medium duty units have a
compound section, with a hardened and ground flat
track 3.25" in width. (See pages 9, 23 for trolley or
carrier head specifications).

Transfer beam is mounted with trolleys or carrier
heads for operation on either flat rail or S-Beam.
End stops bolted to each end of transfer beam
complete the assembly.

Options
■ Transfer beam overhang opposite of extension to

your specifications

■ Standard redundant end stops 
(option for single end stop.)
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Application
Unified standard duty telescoping self-equalizing
tandem trolley units are designed for the
suspension of portable spotweld guns, power tools,
balancers, hoists, fixtures, etc., and other loads not
exceeding recommended rated loads. See next
page for rated loads of various extensions.

Specifications
Unified standard duty telescoping units consist of
two tandem trolleys welded to a transfer beam. The
transfer beam is a compound section 6.0" in height
with a hardened and ground flat rail 3.25" in width.
(See page 35 for trolley specifications).

Transfer beam is mounted with tandem trolleys for
operation on either flat rail or S-Beam. End stops
bolted to each end of transfer beam complete the
assembly.

Options
■ Transfer beam overhang opposite of extension to

your specifications (“C” dimension).

■ Standard redundant end stops 
(option for single end stop.)
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Application
Unified heavy duty telescoping self-equalizing
tandem trolley units are designed for the
suspension of portable spotweld guns, power tools,
balancers, hoists, fixtures, etc., and other loads not
exceeding recommended rated loads. See next
page for rated loads of various extensions.

Specifications
Unified heavy duty telescoping units consist of two
tandem trolleys welded to a transfer beam.

Transfer beam is mounted with tandem trolleys for
operation on either flat rail or S-Beam. End stops
bolted to each end of transfer beam complete the
assembly.

Options
■ Transfer beam overhang opposite of extension to

your specifications (“C” dimension).
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Unified Industries bridge crane and telescope unit
combination for extending loads beyond normal
span of runway.

Unified self-aligning carrier SAC-1020-1 used for
runways that are not parallel.

Unified anti kick-up carrier MBC-1000-3 for
opposing counter thrust of extended load.



This bridge crane has a safe load rating, which
has been clearly marked on both sides by the
manufacturer. The total weight of the suspended
load should never exceed 100% of this limit. The
weight of all handling devices such as buckets,
magnets, grabs, balancers, hoists, weldguns, etc.
must be included as a part of the suspended load.
The weight of such devices should therefore be
determined and clearly marked.

Consideration should be given when installing
hoisting devices. Load ratings for such devices
may exceed the load rating of the bridge crane.

The operator should inspect this bridge crane for
loose bolts and worn, cracked or distorted parts
prior to use (inspection should include all handling
devices and mounting equipment). Defective parts
should be replaced with manufacturer-approved
parts before use of bridge crane is resumed.

This br idge crane conforms to the safety
standards of the U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA). Any alteration of
its structure or change in its rated load capacity
may render null and void any manufacturer’s
warranties, expressed or implied.

Ref: Code of Federal Regulations,
U.S. Labor Dept. Book #29,
Parts 1900 to 1910.
Revised as of July, 1984.

CAUTION




